
Linx Technologies Expands Global Presence with New Taiwan Antenna Design Center 

Merlin, Oregon – June 29, 2021 – Linx Technologies, a Merlin, OR based developer and manufacturer of wireless 

components is thrilled to announce the expansion of their global presence with the addition of a new design 

center in Taoyuan City, Taiwan. Serving as the company’s Asia headquarters, the Linx Taiwan Design Center 

furthers the company’s goal to Make Every Engineer a Hero in Record Time™, by providing customers the 

solutions they need through around the clock service from three separate time zones.  

Enabling seamless communication with Asia-Pacific partners and clients, the newest location is truly emblematic 

of Linx Technologies’ continued success. After years of consistent profitability and sustainable growth, opening a 

location in Taiwan felt like the obvious next step for Linx Technologies CEO, Tolga Latif. “The expansion of Linx’s 

global reach, in one of the freest and most bustling market economies in the world, builds upon our continued 

growth and market performance and enables us to provide a valuable resource to our customers through our 

highly skilled Taiwan team.” 

Located in the heart of industrial Taoyuan City, Linx’s Taiwan Design Center is in one of the fastest growing areas 

of Taiwan and provides Linx with a home among other technology powerhouses. Improved customer service 

and an expansion to the engineering team are just some of the key elements that General Manager, Mingying 

Tsao will be spearheading. Tsao noted, “Our open and inviting Taiwan office has an engineering center and 

experienced professionals providing antenna design and technical support to both our Linx headquarters and 

our global customers. The Taiwan Design Center also expands supply chain capabilities through local 

warehousing and shipping for cost-effective and timely customer service. We sincerely welcome RF talent to join 

our growing team and look forward to working with RF professionals worldwide.”  

The Linx Technologies Taiwan Design Center is located at 9F, 900 JinGuo Road, LuZhu District, Taoyuan City 338, 

Taiwan. General business inquiries should be made via contact@linxtechnologies.com and Taiwan regional 

inquiries may be made at taiwan@linxtechnologies.com. 
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About Linx Technologies 

Linx Technologies strives to Make Every Engineer a Hero in Record Time™ by minimizing the risk, delays, and technical 

challenges for design engineers to make products wireless and connect them to the Internet of Things (IoT). Linx 

manufactures wireless components including antennas, RF connectors and cables, RF modules, and remote controls. Linx 

relentlessly focuses on customer success. Every aspect of the Linx Technologies business, from products, documentation, 

support, and design experience, is specifically crafted to achieve Wireless Made Simple®. 

### 

Wireless Made Simple is a registered trademark of Linx Acquisitions LLC. Make Every Engineer a Hero in Record Time is a 

trademark of Linx Acquisitions LLC. Product and brand names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their 

respective owners. 
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